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ABSTRACT 

In the Vadna lignite area representing part of the East Borsod 
lignite basin in NE of Hungary /Fig. 1/, the lowest seam, i.e. 
seam V. has developed out of the five seams charateristic of 
the basin. Due to .its shallow depth, open pit mining is envisa
ged to work the deposit in two stages.Hydrology and hydrogeology 
of the area- and a proposal for the protection against surface 
and ground waters in stage I. of .the open pit mine are discussed 
in the paper. 
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GEOLOGY, STRATIGRAPHY 

The basement rock and the basement of basin of the Tertiary 
lignite area in the Saj6 valley are made up. by new Palaeo
zoic-Mesozoic BUkk limestones, dolomites a~d slates'as well 
as old Plaeozoic crystalline limestones and graphiteous sla
tes. 

The basement rock in the area prospected consists of Carboni
ferous limestone though one of the prospecting boreholes pro
duced sericitic slate. The surface of the basement rock is 
indented, in the SE side of the Ban valley it lies lower. 

The loosely cemented coarse-grained sandstone layered on Pa
laeozoic basement rock with an erosion discordance, can be 
regarded as the erosion product of Eggenburgian sediments. 

The lower rhyolitic tuff and tuffeaceous clay with a general 
lithology form1ng the d1rect floor formation of the coalbearing 
sequence is 5 m thick in general but it is of varying thickness 
in the surrounding areas. 

In the Vadna area - due to denudation - only the lowest, i.e. 
coal seam V. is known out of the five seams /Juhasz 1958, 
Juh~sz 196T/ characteristic of the East-Borsod lignite basin, 
therefore the thickness of the Ottnangian coal-bearing sequence 
does not exceed 15-25 m. The upper, 1.5-3.5 m thick bed of 
the 6-8 m thick, multiple-bed seam V. is workable. 

The average thickness of the overburden of sea~ V. is 21.6 m 
in the area of stage I. of the open pit mine. 

A 6-8 m thick compact, water-tight siltstone and a clayey sand 
with poor permeability are layered on the coal seam. Higher, a 
light grey, loose, permeable sand has been found. The perme
able sand sequence is divided into two water-carrying levels 
by water-tight or poorlt permeable, fine-grained sediments over 
a cons1dera le part of he area. 

The sediments in the overburden of the coal-bearing sequence 
can be identified with the formations between coal seams V. 
and VI. of the East-Borsod lignite basin. Pleistocene sediments 
above them are represented by bouldery, gravelly sand and the 
terrace sediments of the River Saj6 which is probable to belong 
to the upper Pleistocene due to its stratigraphical position and 
lithology. 

From structural point of view the area in the Saj6 valley 
is a graben structure with a NE-SW direction. The beginning of 
the formation of its elongated elements can be put to the 
~orogenic phase with multiple renewal in the Styrian 
'1hases. 
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GEOGRAPHY, MORPHOLOGY AND HYDROLOGY 

The lignite area around the village Vadna was first prospected 
in 1960-62. Further geological and hydrogeological prospecting 
took place in 19B5-86. Relying upon the findings of the pros
pecting, the open pit mine is planned in two stages /Fig. 2/, 
preparation of stage I. started in summer of 19B6. 

The surface of the area dips slightly from the SW to the NE, 
its northern part b~longs to the flood plain of Rive~ Saj6 and 
its parts in the S and SW are covered by hills. 

The most important river in· the area is the Sat6. One of its 
right-hand tributaries, the Ban Creek crosses he area in the 
middle while the side brancn-oi the Ban Creek, called Vadna 
ditch flows to the.East from the lignite area /Fig. 2.~ 

Flood protection has been carried out on the upper 17 km sec
tion of .the Sa~6 only: there are no protecting dams in the 
area prospecte thus the northern part of the open-pit-mine
to-be is an open flood plain. This requires solving the prob
lems of surface water protection. 

The outfall section of the Bap Creek affects the area of the 
future open pit mine on a 1 km f•ngth. The bed of the creek is 
regulated, its cross-section can carry a 10-per-cent-proba
bility discharge. Its fluctuation has been damped by the flood 
wave controlling effect of the Lazberc Reservoir commisioned 
in 1969. 

The Vadna ditch has·been built with respect to 10-per-cent
-probability dicharge outside the village and !-per-cent-
-probability inside~ At the outfall of the ditch to the Ban 
Creek a pipe lockwith a gate has been constructed which pro
tects the village from being flooded. 

The average of the rainfall over the area is 6Bl mm/year and 
the average evaporation amounts to 500-520 mm/year. 

The tefrace gravel of the River Saj6 forms the ground water re
servoir of the area with an open water table except for the 
high-level spring hydrological period when certain spots be
come pressurized. The depth of the ground water below surface 
is 3.0 to 3.5 ~ according to the data of borehole group No. 
lOB and the data gathered in the observation well in the villa
ge Vadna over a Period of 35 years. The height of the ground 
water level follows the surface morphology. The maximum change 
in the ground water level amounting to lBO em was observed in 
1970. 
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Fig. 2. also illustrates the tectonical picture of the over
burden of coal seam V. The throw of the faults varies between 
2 and 10 m. 

HYDROGEOLOGY 

The upper water-carrying level is a Sa)6 terrace gravel which 
is 3.7 m thick in average and forms the groundwater reservoir 
of the area /Fig. 3./. The soil thickness averages 2.4 m. The 
coefficient of seepage of the Saj6 terrace gravel was measu
red by pumping tests in the ~~rehole group No lOB and has been 
found to be 24.2 m/d /2.Bxl0 m/s/. Its gravitational void 
volume has been accepted as n

0 
= 0.15 in designing water cont-

-rol. 

Another water-carrying level in the overburden of the coal-be
aring sequence is a sand sequence below the terrace gravel 
which has developed in one or two beds but can be considered 
hydraulically homogeneous. Its thickness is different /Fig.3/, 
the average being 9.a m with values of 15 m in certain spots. 
In the E and SE parts of the area prospected the water-tight 
or poorly permeable formations between the sand and gravel la
yers have been.denuded thus the young Saj6 terrace gravel is 
layered direct em the water-carrying sand sequence. Thus the 
two water-carrying levels communicate also hydraulically. 

The coefficient of seepage of the sand sequence~dete~~ined by 
pumping tests- has been found to be 0.6 m/d /6.9xl0 m/s/, its 
gravitational void volume is n

0
=0.l and the static water table 

coincides with that of the groundwater. 

In the overburden of the coal-bearing sequence all prospecting 
boreholes have founu water-tight formations consisting of 
siltstone and clayey siltstone with an average thickness of 
7.5 m. 

The average sedimentary sequence of phase I. of the open oit 
mine taken into account is illustrated by Fig 4. 

Wa'ter-carrying formations in the overburden have their supply 
from the Saj6 whose intensity has been found to be 15 1/s/km 
from the results of the well-group tests /Jeneyne-Szilagyi 19B6/. 

Considering the technical state of the bed of the Ban Creek and 
the experience of the Borsod Coal Mines gathereo in the open 
pit mines in the Saj6 valley /Borsod Coal Mines 1976, Borsod 
Coal Mines 1977a, Borsod Coal Mines 1977b/, the effect of 
drainage of the subsurface water reservoirs is regarded negligi
ble. Water level reduction in the water-carrying layers is ex
pected to cause ~o seepage from the strongly silted and colma
ted bed. 
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PROTECTION AGAINST SURFACE WATERS 

The open pit mine will have to be protected in stage I. against 
rainfall in the area around it and inundation by the Ban Creek 
and the Saj6. 

Water flowing down the surface of the hills sur.rounding the 
ar~a from the S and SE is collecte-d and carried to the Saj6 
by the Vadna ditch.Its bed is suitable to safely collect rain
fall over the catchment area. 

The design flood level of the Ban creek /Qui is higher than 
the surface in the section beyoriil the bridge of the Me 2.6 main 
road, thus a prote-ction dam will hav.e to be built on the W side 
of the open pit mine to protect it. The crown level of the 
protection dam has to be 1 m hig-her than the 1 %-:proba-bility 
flood level with a length of 650 m. The sect.ion 0+000 start-s 
fror:~ the Iota 26 main road and its final section j 0 ins the Vad
na ditch /Fig.5/. 

On the NW side, the No 26 111ain road serves as a protec-ting dam 
against the floods of the Riv~- Saj6 an a length of 240 m. To 
protect deep areas of the opem pit mine in the N, NE and E 
against inundation by the Saj6 a 630 m long protecting dam has 
to be bJJil t. 3. 0 m crown width is sug§fi!.Stm:l -for the protecting 
dams with a slope inc1ination 1:2. 

ORAINAuE OF OVERBURDEN RESERVOIRS 

In oder to protect the open pit mine, both ~ter-:car-ry.ing sequen.,. 
ces in the overburden of the coal-bearing sequen-ce have to be 
drained. Discharges to be pumpt:!d in the water control are /ta
king into account hydraulic.paramete-rs, depth of layers, dis
tance from the River Saj6 and the are.a to .be kept open/: 

Layer· 

Gravel 
Sand 
Total 

IJiSCfiai'ge to be iJUililiid /ahm1fi/ 

Opening trench 

1.4 
0.5 
1.9 

Total area 

3. 2. 
0.6 
3.8 

The discharge calculated for the total area represents a theo
retical maximum since the worked area to be kept open at a time 
is always smaller than the total area. 
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he capatiy of the wells can De expect eo to be 210 l1m1n 
ravel and 40 1/min in sand according to hydraulic tests. 
hus the maximum capatcity of wells fitted with f1lters cros

Sing the total water-carrying sequence will be around 250 1/min. 
~alculating with a 20 % safety 10 wells will be needed to pro
tect the ooening trench and a minimum of 19 to protect the to
tal area. The pitch of the wells with a uniform pattern along 
t~e slope will be 57 m around the opening trench and 96 m aro
und the total area. 

A regular well pattern may be modified by the following aspects: 

- to make use of layer and seam dip, wells have to be arrangea 
ln a denser pattern in the W border of the open mit mine; 

- the floort of the sand layer is not plane due to tectonical 
reasons, thus non-drained "trenches" may remain using a re
gulst well pattern which have to be drained by specially 
arranged wells; 

- the sand layers grows thin or wedges away around the E border 
of the open pit mine, here the working pit can be promine, 
here the working pit can be protected by draining the gravel 
layer. 

To ensure Bn efficient protection, the following aspects have 
to be taken into account: 
- The wells have to be fitted with filters both in the gravel 

and in the sand layers because a low discharge from the sand 
layer would cause trouble in the operation of the pumps. 

- The capillarily retained water column in the sand layer amounts 
to 3.0 m. Therefore, to make protection in the open pit mine 
more efficient, the sand layer is to be removed in a separate 
slice with a minimum 10 m ahead of the removal of the direct 
overburden of the coal seam. Thus the water leaving the sand 
can be collected and carried away in ditches without distur
bing cutting operations. 
To monitor efficiency of water control along the borders, a 
minim urn of 4 moni taring w·ells has to be arranged so as to 
allow observation of the two layers separately. 

The suggested water table r-educing and m·oni taring system is 
illustrated in Fig. 5. 

EXPECTED ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECT OF MINE 
WATER CONTROL 

The distance of effect can be estimated for 1.5 to 2.0 km at 
the end of a 2.0 to 2.5 years period of time of the mining 
activity. The measure of the water table reduction will be checked 
in 3 selected dug wells in the village Vadna. 
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The expected measure of surface subsidence due to 
been calculated using compression mo u etermine 
samples from the area. The subsidence is expected 
8 mm in the line of No 26 main road corresponding to total 
drainage - using strata paranteres measured in laboratory anc 
taking static water level of 3 m below the gorund. Taking into 
account the average sequence of sediments in the Vadna I. open 
pit mine and the average thickness of the formations over the 
area, a layer compaction of 10 to 12 mm belongs to the total 
layer drainage. 

The surface subsidence estimated around l em can be regarded 
as an absolute maximum since it belongs to the complete drai· 
nage of the reservoirs which, however even if the wells ope
rate ideally, is limited to a few dm surroundino of the fil
ter wells. At greater distances from the working pit the value 
of surfance subsidence logaritmically decreases. 

The Borsod Coal Mines will refills the working pit of the open 
pit mine by the waste of stage II so as to level with the 
original surface and will reclaim it to be suitable for ag
ricultural production. 
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